
THE TASTING PANEL
Sweet, boozy, kitsch. Let’s be honest, most Christmas beers suck. But 

most of these don’t.

Lervig Christmas Shake
More of an anti-Christmas beer than a Christmas beer, this IPA is in the New England 
style, with the addition of lactose sugar (hence the “shake” part), passion fruit and 
mango, as well as lots of juicy hops. It’s somewhere between a vanilla milkshake and 
a fruit juice, with lots of juicebox aroma and a rich body. It’s very weird, to be honest, 
but it’s also very moreish.

St Feuillien Noel
We tried. We tried so hard to find out what herbs and spiced are in this delicious caramel 
-tinged strong ale, but we failed. So we’re asking you. Is there clove, or nutmeg, or 
cinnamon, or star anise? Perhaps a savoury hint of pine or rosemary? It could be all 
or none of them. All we know is that this beer is a complex confusion of delicious 
Belgian flavours – soft Belgian yeast, heady spice, caramel, a bittersweet finish – that 
is fantastic with heavy seasonal food.

St Bernardus Christmas
If you love ABT 12 you’re going to love this beer too. It takes all the complexity of what 
might just be the best Belgian quad in the world (it could, of course, be Rochefort) with 
all its banana, clove, sweet molasses and port-like booze and adds hints of apricots, 
liquorice and marzipan for a festive twist. It all ends with a surprisingly bitter finish that 
makes it one of the most drinkable quads.

Redhook Winterhook
First brewed in 1984, Winterhook is a slightly darker form of Redhook’s famous ESB. 
The Munich malts add a slight burnt caramel edge, while the tons of simcoe, centennial 
and chinook add a classic West Coast vibe of spice, resin and pine. Together they make 
rich and warming winter beer that is still at its best served cold. Crack it open straight 
from the fridge and you might not make it back to the sofa before you’ve necked it.

N’ice Chouffe
A Christmas tradition as important as turkey and Die Hard, N’Ice Chouffe is a spiced, 
dark, decadent Belgian strong with a very complex aroma and flavour. Made with 
curacao (that’s orange peel to most people) and thyme, it has lots of citrus and a 
savoury herbal note that cuts through the Chouffe yeast strain somewhere between 
grapes, bananas and clove. The result is a gorgeous seasonal beer that’s brilliant with 
soft cheese, stews, steak - anything with a big umami edge.



Northern Monk Festive Star
One of the few modern British brewers to make a specific Christmas beer, and easily 
our favourite, Festive star is a reworking of Northern Monk’s core range mocha porter 
that has been spiced with cinnamon and nutmeg. Those are two big, dominant spices 
but thanks to the rich coffee it all comes together really well despite sounding like 
something from a Starbucks menu. It’s rounded and full of perceived sweetness that 
disappears on the finish to leave the aromatic coffee and roasted malt behind. The very 
definition of a fireside beer.

De Ranke Pere Noel
We can’t lie, this is very much in the vein of De Ranke’s XX Bitter. The main difference is 
they have scaled back that big, dry finish to make it smoother, and added some more 
malt depth with some lightly roasted malt. The result is a smooth, amber beer that 
still has that sudden bite that leaves you gasping for more. It’s one of our tips for the 
best beer to have with your turkey dinner. Make sure you finish it before the Christmas 
pudding though, because that would be an awful match.

Mad Hatter Cranberry Sauce
A Berlinerweiss might not seem Christmassy, but Mad Hatter have given this lemony, 
full-bodied session beer a twist with the addition of cranberry sauce. Here it does the 
same as it does for turkey, changing a blank slate into an annual  flavour explosion. The 
lemon yoghurt vibe is cut right through by some savoury skin notes and lots and lots 
and lots of cranberry tartness. Chill this beer right down, serve with some party snacks 
– pigs in blankets, baked brie, Cheddar twists – and pump up the Slade.

Tø Øl Santa Gose Fuck It All 
Another anti-Christmas beer, and you can almost see the “beer architects” at Tø Øl 
throw their hands up in  despair as they fail to find a festive pun to work off for another 
Christmas beer. Instead we got another “gose” pun and a giant swear but that’s always 
fun too. This summery gose would probably be very Christmassy down in Australia 
thanks to its tropical passion fruit, mango and guava and sweet/salty moreishness. 
Terrible with turkey, fantastic with fruit salad.

De Dolle Stille Nacht
Mark this down in the diary beer lovers. You were a member when this beer club when 
it put Stille Nacht in. We could do stupid intro deals and get massive like most, but we 
have made the conscious decision to be small so we can put beers this damned rare 
and frickin’ delicious in. This isn’t just one of the best Christmas beers in the world, it is 
one of the best beers in the world full stop. Richly fruitcakey, wickedly bitter, warmingly 
boozy and subtlely vinous, this is the greatest beer to end 2017 on. Merry Christmas.


